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mixed scatterer instead of a simple rotated dihedral. Many
canonical mixed volume models have been developed
hitherto, which have been widely used in the model-based
polarimetric decompositions [3]. However, a problem is
Abstract
posed when the mixed volume scatterer is utilized because
A random similarity parameter is proposed which can Chen’s parameter cannot measure the similarity between
measure not only the scattering similarity of any two scat- two mixed scatterers.
terers but also the scattering randomness. The parameter In this paper, a random similarity parameter is developed.
covers both the similarity parameters developed by Yang The parameter covers both Yang’s and Chen’s parameters
et al. and Chen et al., and provides a fast and competent and provides a general similarity measurement. A selfalternative to the scattering entropy H parameter. The ex- similarity parameter and a mirror-similarity parameter are
cellence of the parameter on target discrimination is dem- obtained which provide a fast and a competent alterative
onstrated by simply applying it to the terrain classification. to the widely-used entropy parameter in the description of
scattering randomness, respectively. The random similarity is applied to terrain classification based on three differ1 Introduction
ent strategies, and the comparison with Chen’s parameter
demonstrates its excellence.
Remote sensing of the earth using polarimetric radar has
received intensive attentions recently. The fully polarimetric measurement can acquire both the geometrical struc- 2 Random Scattering Similarity
ture and physical scattering of a scatterer. The information
is stored in the scattering matrix (for single scatterer) or The scattering of a single scatterer can be described by the
coherence matrix (for mixed scatterer). By processing and scattering matrix S,
S HV 
S
analysing these matrices, an understanding of the scatterer
(1)
S   HH
.
can be obtained. There are multiple ways enable us to
 SVH SVV 
conduct this, among which polarimetric decomposition We have S = S in the monostatic backscattering case.
HV
VH
should be the most popular one. It interprets target scatter- As for the mixed scatterer subjected to spatial and/or teming by identifying the dominant or average scattering, or poral variations, we cannot model its scattering by a fixed
expanding the target scattering in terms of several canoni- scattering matrix anymore. The coherence matrix T is then
cal scatterings. Another widely-used approach was devel- formed in terms of the statistical average of all the acoped by Yang et al. based on scattering similarity, which quired scattering information:
measures the correlation between two scattering matrices
 T11 T12 T13 
[1]. By checking the similarity between a given (unknown)
H
T  k  k  T21 T22 T23 
(2)
scatterer and some other (known) canonical scatterers, a


direct characterization of the scatterer is achieved. HowT31 T32 T33 
ever, Yang’s parameter can only measure the similarity of
where <·> is the ensemble average operation and k is the
two single scatterers. As for the general mixed scatterer
Pauli vector
created by the coherent addition of a series of single scat1
terers, this parameter fails to analyze its scattering. Chen
k
 S HH  SVV S HH  SVV 2S HV T . (3)
2
et al. extended Yang’s parameter to measure the similarity
between a mixed scatterer and a canonical single scatterer The superscripts T and H in (3) and (2) denote the opera[2]. A discrimination of the mixed scatterer is then ob- tions of transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively.
tained by calculating the similarity between it and the ca- The average in (2) is removed in the single scatterer case.
nonical scatterers such as surface, dihedral, and π/4rotated dihedral. The π/4-rotated dihedral is used to model As for a given mixed scatterer T and a canonical mixed
the volume scattering and accounts for the cross-polar HV scatterer Tc, their random scattering similarity rrr is descattering. Nevertheless, the volume scattering is usually fined as
created by the mixture of randomly oriented spheroidal
Tr TTc 
(4)
rrr T , Tc  
scatterings, or the mixture of odd-bounce scattering and
Tr T  Tr Tc 
even-bounce scattering. It is therefore often modelled as a
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Table 1. The canonical scattering model Tc and the random
similarity (rrr) between Tc and mixed scatterer T
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where Tr (·) denotes the operation of matrix trace.
From (4) we can obtain that
 rrr  aT , bTc   rrr T , Tc 

(5)

H
H
 rrr U rTU r , U rTcU r  rrr T , Tc 
where a and b are two arbitrary complex numbers, Ur is an
arbitrary SU (3) matrix. The first equation of (5) indicates
the size-invariance. The second one shows the invariance
to unitary transform, i.e. the similarity is unchanged even
if we replace coherence matrices with the corresponding
covariance matrices.
The matrices T and Tc can be eigendecomposed as follows,
T  UDU H  3  u uH ,     
i 1 i i i 1 2 3

(6)
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where rrrl and rrru are the lower bound and upper bound
of rrr, respectively.
The upper bound is approached when
 e j1




Uc  U 
(8)
e j2


j3
e 



where φi is an arbitrary phase which can be omitted, then
T and Tc have the same unitary eigenvector matrix U.
The lower bound is achieved when

e j3 


.
e j2
Uc  U 
(9)
 j

e 1



In this case, matrices T and Tc also have the same eigenvector ui, but the arrangement of ui in Uc is mirroring to
that in U, i.e. Uc = [u3, u2, u1]. We name Uc as the mirror
matrix of U.
If the canonical scatterer Tc degenerates to a single scatterer, we have Tc = kc·kcH, then (4) can be arranged as
rrr 



Tr Tkc kcH





Tr T  Tr kc kcH





kcHTkc
Tr T  kc

2
2

 rr

(10)

where ||·||2 denotes the 2-norm. The proposed parameter in
this case is the same as Chen’s parameter rr which measures the similarity between a mixed scatterer and a single
scatterer [2]. The range in (7) then changes to

3



3

i 1 i

 rr 

1
3

i 1 i

(11)

.

This range is more accurate than Chen’s range of [0, 1] if
scatterer T is an undegenerated mixed scatterer.
If scatterer T also degenerates to a single scatterer, i.e. T =
k·kH, then (4) can be further written as
2

(12)
 2
 r.
2
2
Tr kk H kc 2
k 2 kc 2
This is just Yang’s parameter r measuring the similarity of
two single scatterers [1]. Then the range in (7) becomes
0  r 1
(13)
which is consistent with Yang’s result.
where D = diag (λ1, λ2, λ3) and Dc = diag (λc1, λc2, λc3) are The random similarity parameter thus covers both Yang’s
two diagonal matrices composed by the eigenvalues λi and and Chen’s parameters, and extends them to the general
λci (i =1, 2, 3) of T and Tc, respectively, and U = [u1, u2, u3] case. It is useful even if the rank of T and/or Tc is 2, and is
and Uc = [uc1, uc2, uc3] are two unitary matrices composed also tenable for the bistatic scattering scenario.
by the corresponding eigenvectors ui and uci, respectively.
It is easy to validate that the value range of rrr is
3
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3 Self-Similarity and Mirror-Similarity
3.1 Self-Similarity Parameter

(7)

The self-similarity parameter rrrs is obtained when T = Tc
3
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Figure 1. Illustration of the random similarity parameter in the description of scattering randomness on ESAR Oberpfaffenhofen data.
(a) The entropy H, (b) the self-similarity rrrs, (c) the mirror-similarity rrrm, (d) the correlationship between rrrs and H, as well as the
histograms of (e) H and (f) rrrm.

where ||·||F denotes the F-norm. Here rrrs is not always 1
but relates to the eigenvalues. One can easily validate that
1 3  rrrs  1.
(15)
rrrs is 1 for single scatterer, is 1/3 for randomly noisy
scatterer, and resides between 1/3 and 1 for other scatterers. It may thus measure the scattering randomness. To
validate this, we give a simple comparison between rrrs
and the scattering entropy H, which has been widely used
to describe the randomness and is defined as

   log     
H
3
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i 1 i

3
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 i log3 i 



.
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Figs. 1 (a) and (b) illustrate the obtained H and rrrs on the
DLR L-band ESAR data of Oberpfaffenhofen. We can see
they behave inversely, and Fig. 1 (d) gives their correlationship further. Good correspondence is observed for
high- and low-H scatterers, but bad correspondence arises
for scatterer of medium H, because of the nonlinear logarithmetric operation in the calculation of H. The right side
of (14) further gives another derivation of rrrs independent of eigendecomposition, which makes the calculation
of rrrs pretty faster than H. Therefore, the self-similarity is
a fast alternative to entropy.

3.2 Mirror-Similarity Parameter
In the mirror-similarity scenario, T and Tc still have the
same eigenvalue matrix which indicates the same scattering randomness. However, their eigenvector matrices are
mirroring, as shown in (9), thus the Cloude-Pottier α angles of T and Tc are also “mirroring”, i.e. if T’s α angle is
0, the α angle of Tc would be π/2. These two angles correspond to surface scattering and dihedral scattering, respec-

tively, T and Tc thus correspond to two “mirroring” scatterings. We term such Tc as the mirror target (Tm) of T.
Then the mirror-similarity rrrm is defined as:
3

rrrm T   rrr T , Tm  

i 1 i 4i .
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We can also obtain that
0  rrrm  1 3.
(18)
The parameter is 0 for single scatterer, is 1/3 for noisy
scatterer, and resides between 0 and 1/3 for other scatterers. Thus it may also depict the scattering randomness. Fig.
1 (c) gives the obtained rrrm on scene of Oberpfaffenhofen.
Comparing it with Fig. 1 (b), one can clearly observe the
reverse performance between rrrm and rrrs. We also find
the good coherence between rrrm and entropy H by further
comparing Fig. 1 (c) with Fig. 1 (a). It seems rrrm can
provide even better discrimination of targets than H because the contrast of Fig. 1 (c) looks better than that of Fig.
1 (a). To validate this, Figs. 1 (e) and (f) further display
the histograms of H and rrrm, respectively. The histogram
in Fig. 1 (f) is much flatter than that in Fig. 1 (e), which
demonstrates the better contrast. Therefore, the mirrorsimilarity is a competent alternative to entropy.
The target randomness arises from the nonstationary target
scattering, system noise, and environmental clutter. These
factors make the target scattering decorrelated and depolarized. Hence, by investigating the correlation of the obtained polarimetric scattering information, a measure of
the scattering randomness can be achieved. The similarity
in (4) is in fact a correlation-like parameter, thus it can be
used to measure the randomness, and this is just the reason
why we term it as the random scattering similarity.

Figure 2. Illustration of the classification utility of random similarity parameter on ESAR data of Oberpfaffenhofen. The red and blue
colors in (a) to (g) denote the surface scattering-related similarity rrrcs and dihedral scattering-related similarity rrrcd, respectively.
The green color signifies the volume scattering-related similarity rrrcv, where (a) to (d) illustrates the result when the five volume
scattering models Tcvi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are used to calculate rrrcv, respectively. (f) and (g) are the fusions of (c), (d), and (e), and the
fusion strategies are formulated in (20) and (22), respectively. The classification in (h) is based on the strategy (23), where only the
volume scattering-related similarities are used, which looks better than (f) and (g).

4 Random Similarity-based Classification
The random similarity parameter is simply used for classification in this section. The classification scheme is still
grounded on Chen’s approach, which characterizes target
scattering based on similarity, but the four widely-used
mixed volume scattering models Tcvi (i = 2~5) are considered here, as summarized in Table 1. The volume scattering directly relates to the cross-polar HV scattering, which
is generally created by both odd-bounce object (such as
vegetation) and even-bounce structure (such as oriented
building), but it is difficult to discriminate these two scatterers [4]. The first two models, i.e. Tcv1 and Tcv2 are just
used to model the dihedral-related HV scattering. Tcv1 just
corresponds to the π/4-rotated dihedral, which is used in
Chen’s classification for volume scattering. But it is only
suit to depict the low-randomness volume scatterers because it is a single scatterer model. Tcv2 was proposed by
Sato et al. [4] to extend Tcv1 to the scenario of mixed scatterer. It can thus model the high random dihedral-induced
volume scatterers. The remaining three volume models are
aim to model the vegetation scattering. Tcv3 was developed
by Freeman and Durden to describe the volume scattering
from a forest canopy, which is modeled as a cloud of dipole scatterers with uniform distribution for the orientation angles [5]. Tcv4 and Tcv5 were proposed by Yamaguchi
et al. for vegetated areas where vertical or horizontal
structures are dominant, such as tree trunks and branches

[3]. The nonuniform cosine or sin orientation distribution
is adopted in these cases, which corresponds to Tcv4 or Tcv5.
By bringing Tcvi into (4), we can obtain the similarity rrrcvi
between Tcvi and T, as formulated in Table 1.
As for a given scatterer T, Chen et al. first calculated the
similarities between T and the canonical surface scattering
Tcs, dihedral scattering Tcd, and volume scattering Tcv1,
which show in Table 1 in terms of rrrcs, rrrcd, and rrrcv1,
respectively. Chen et al. then treated rrrcd, rrrcv1, and rrrcs
respectively as the colours of red, green, and blue to construct a pseudo-colour classification map:
R : rrrcd , G : rrrcv1 , B : rrrcs .
(19)
Fig. 2 (a) shows Chen’s classification of the Oberpfaffenhofen scene. If we preserve rrrcs and rrrcd, and substitute
rrrcv2, rrrcv3, rrrcv4, and rrrcv5 into (19) for rrrcv1, we can
then obtain other four classifications, as shown in Figs. 2
(b) to (e). Comparing with Fig. 2 (a), the improvement in
Fig. 2 (b) is not obvious, but Figs. 2 (c), (d), and (e) provide better classifications. The framed area in Fig. 2 (e) is
an airport with runway and parking apron. It is difficult to
discriminate the scattering of runway and that of parking
apron in Fig. 2 (a). But when we choose the appropriate
volume model to describe the scattering of parking apron
(which is comprised of grass), it can then be well differentiated from the runway, as shown in Figs. 2 (d) and (e). By
further comparing the results in Figs. 2 (c), (d), and (e),
one can see the scattering of parking apron in Fig. 2 (d) is

much clearer, which indicates the vertically oriented grass
seems to be rather dominant in the parking apron. This is
consistent with the ground truth. Nevertheless, Fig. 2 (e)
looks better than Fig. 2 (d) in the characterization of some
man-made objects.

5 Conclusions

Yang’s and Chen’s similarity parameters have succeeded
in the characterization of target scattering. These two parameters are extended to a general parameter to measure
the similarity of two mixed scatterers. The developed random similarity parameter covers both Yang’s and Chen’s
Since each Tcvi is devised to model a certain volume scat- parameters and can measure the similarity of any two scattering, thus the resulted rrrcvi is only appropriate to certain terers. An additional utility of the parameter is in the charscatterers. If we want to achieve an integrated picture of acterization of scattering randomness. The self-similarity
the target, we should combine several rrrcvi in a whole. parameter is a fast alterative to the entropy parameter, and
Here we consider two combination strategies. Yamaguchi the mirror-similarity parameter can achieve consistent yet
et al. devised a branch selection to adaptively identify Tcv3, better target discrimination than entropy. The parameter is
Tcv4, and Tcv5 to model the volume scattering [3]. Our first used in classification based on three different strategies,
strategy is to use this branch selection to construct an rrrcv and its better discrimination of radar targets than Chen’s
parameter from the corresponding rrrcv3, rrrcv4, and rrrcv5:
parameter is clearly demonstrated on the real airborne data.
 rrrcv 4 , if tol  2dB
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By replacing rrrcv1 in (19) with rrrcv to paint the green
colour, we have the classification in Fig. 2 (f), which performs as a fusion of Figs. 2 (c), (d), and (e).
Our second strategy is to extract the maximum of rrrcv3,
rrrcv4, and rrrcv5 as rrrcv:
rrrcv  max rrrcv 3 , rrrcv 4 , rrrcv5 .
(22)
Fig. 2 (g) displays the classification results, and it has tiny
visual difference from Fig. 2 (f). This indicates Yamaguchi’s branch selection is essentially an optical selection.
The above strategies regard rrrcv3, rrrcv4, and rrrcv5 as three
competitive items, i.e. once one of them (such as rrrcv4) is
selected to describe a scatterer, then the other two (such as
rrrcv3 and rrrcv5) will be omitted. Our third strategy is to
discard rrrcs and rrrcd, but directly use rrrcv3, rrrcv4, and
rrrcv5 to construct the classification map:
R : rrrcv 4 , G : rrrcv 5 , B : rrrcv 3.
(23)
Fig. 2 (h) shows the obtained classification. We can also
observe excellent target discrimination, which looks even
better than Figs. 2 (f) and (g). This result indicates that the
three volume scatterers Tcv3, Tcv4, and Tcv5 in Yamaguchi
decomposition are not competitive but cooperative.
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